LIONGARD IS UNPARALLELED AUTOMATION FOR MSPs
AUTOMATED DOCUMENTATION
“Liongard automates the
documentation process and
delivers all of that data in a
central location, leaving our
technical resources to do
what they do best, and that
is fix client issues.
It has been a pleasure
working with them and I
couldn’t recommend them
highly enough.

IT GLUE PARTNERS UNDERSTAND THE VALUE OF
DOCUMENTATION.
IT Glue partners understand the value of Documentation.
Liongard’s platform automatically remotes into systems to
document configurations, and derives actionable insights so
your team doesn’t have to. With automated and up-to-date
documentation, you can strengthen the processes that grow
your MSP. Spend less time on manual tasks, and more time
providing value to your customers. Where the RMM stops,
Liongard begins.
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MSP teams can depend on rich,
automated, up-to-date, and
rustworthy system configurations
to quickly resolve issues and
confidently answer questions.
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LIONGARD FEATURES: THE VALUE OF AUTOMATION
FEATURE

BENEFIT

Purpose-built for MSPs

→ Having been in your shoes, we’ve focused on the systems,
the answers you need, and where you need them

PSA Integration &
Live-Tables in IT Glue

→ Your team doesn’t need another platform to learn. Roar
continuously updates our Configuration Items into
ConnectWise and into rich tables in IT Glue

Auto-Discovery of
related systems

→ You can only manage what you know. With
Auto-Discovery, Inspectors will find related and child
systems to give your MSP a more comprehensive scope.

Pay-as-you-Grow
Pricing

→ We’re priced per customer environment, so you’re not
paying for more than you need

Unlimited User
Licenses

→ Empower every team member with the ability to quickly
answer questions and eliminate escalations

Multi-tenant
Dashboard

→ Whether you have 20 customers or 1000, get access to
all of your customers in one central location

Secure AWS Hosting

→ Liongard is software-as-a-service, so there’s no need to
worry about installing software, updating and patching

Rapid exports to CSV
spreadsheets

→ Export data for QBRs, PBRs, and compliance reporting

Automated & continuous
documentation with
Time Travel

→ Unlike anything before, Liongard’s Time Travel timeline
feature lets you review historical snapshots so you can
track changes and know when they happened.

→ Offer rapid Security, Policy, & User Access Reviews

ROI CALCULATOR
Hours to
document
x

Number of
customers

x

Avg cost of
hourly resource

=

Total cost of
manual effort

An MSP spending 1 hour per
customer across 30 customers, and
an average cost of $30 per hourly
resource, results in $900 of wasted
manual effort per month!

SYSTEM INSPECTORS
MSP teams can depend
on rich, automated,
up-to-date, and
trustworthy system
configurations to quickly
resolve issues and
confidently answer
questions.
https://liongard.com/integrations

→ Rapid troubleshooting & root cause analysis
Change Detection

→ Since snapshots are taken at regular intervals, Liongard
indicates where certain critical changes have occurred

Assessments with
Smart-Templates

→ Customize Liongard assessments so different rule sets
apply to different Customers

“Liongard empowers us to see what happened, and when, across
many different vendors. Something never achieved before at this
scale and price point.”
JARED MILLER
Network Operations Admin, Doberman Technologies, LLC
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